
NO END TO NEW JERSEY CORRUPTION …
Police Department wields nepotism in attempt to falsely criminalize innocent NJ family. .

By: Citizen Correspondent at large
Date: July 25, 2015

In a February 1991 article for Life magazine, Lee Atwater wrote:

“My illness helped me to see that what was missing in society is what was missing in me: a
little heart, a lot of brotherhood. The '80s were about acquiring - acquiring wealth, power,
prestige, I know. I acquired more wealth, power, and prestige than most. But you can acquire
all you want and still feel empty. What power wouldn't I trade for a little more time with my
family? What price wouldn't I pay for an evening with friends? It took a deadly illness to put
me eye to eye with that truth, but it is a truth that the country, caught up in its ruthless
ambitions and moral decay, can learn on my dime. I don't know who will lead us through the
'90s, but they must be made to speak to this spiritual vacuum at the heart of American
society, this tumor of the soul.”

I. BACKGROUND

This story, within, has to be long, it covers numerous significant events compacted into a period
stretching for a year and more. Moreover, it has to be as told largely in the narrative form. It is
about criminal harassment by a police department, no less, where bullying seems to have become
a way of life in today’s America. At the heart of the story is the misconduct of a prominent town
persona, part paying other town’s people for work done for her by the latter, stringing them along
and never paying them in full, then at the behest of her son turning the matter over to the local
police department for extorting even the partial payments made, … This is America now, an
immigrant’s hell, among so many other things sordid as well! The story itself very troubling from a
sheer social normalcy or rather ab-normalcy, to coin a term, perspective!

We will call the sibling members of the victimized family (“family”) “Vicky” and “Vic”, in order to
guard and protect their identity, privacy. A first generation immigrant family to the U.S., Vicky
educated at top schools in the US, Vic at top schools in the mother country and U.S. alike. Career
wise, both members of the corporate management cadre and profession!

A third family member, sibling “Jay”, delivered the first set back to the family in America.
Educated at top schools in both the mother country and the U.S., thanks to the family’s wildly
extravagant investment in him, repaid by defrauding it viciously, biting the very hand that had fed,
pulling the rug from underneath it even before it had properly found its first footing in this country,
as a first generation immigrating entity, … abandoning the principles of Collective Responsibility
and Shared Sacrifice meant to hold the family tight together and as same had benefited him, in
favor of conveniently imbibing shallow American values of raw individualism, juvenile
irresponsibility and hedonistic delight, … Indeed, all of which have served, in the hands of the so-
called one-percenters, to takedown America as a whole in our times. This branch of the family
story will be told dedicatedly in a discrete and separate post to come later.

A fourth family member, sibling “Sunny”, falling foul of mental illness, was the second major set
back experienced by the family in America. First generation immigration to a new country is no
walk in the park, it is a, steep, uphill fight, every success hard fought and at a price many times
over what any native would have to pay. Vic, as the eldest, having invested dearly in Jay, including
untold forbearance, upon the latter defrauding and refusing to abide by his contracted legal duty
to help the former with the younger two siblings in turn, had to duplicate similar investment,
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including stupendous sacrifices, to educate Vicky too all by his exclusive self. These were Vic’s
own earliest years, himself hard of any full footing yet, having to invest in Jay and Vicky so soon
in life, itself a highly bullish venture in the very first place. Especially in the wake of Jay’s frauds,
while uplifting Vicky, he simply had no capacity to help Sunny too simultaneously, who chaffing
away at not getting his turn at career making timely, eventually slipped into mental illness.
Squarely traceable to Jay’s treacherous frauds and effective neglect monumental, as such, of
Sunny the most in the family. … This branch of the family story is an extension of the one
identified in the preceding paragraph and will form part of the post(s) promised there, for the close
future.

Once Sunny took seriously ill, as narrated just above, Vic and Vicky had to successively quit their
careers and start working for themselves, better to be able to take turns caring for their afflicted
brother at home. When the home is burning hot, heavy and tall like Atlanta in the civil war, what
else and elsewhere can anyone concentrate on and/or attend to? First generation immigration is a
meat grinder affair, without the benefit of a U.S. permanent residency or a green-card as it is
colloquially known, immigrants are terribly hard-pressed to educate themselves without in-country
family help. Now Sunny was at the mercy of the corrupt American healthcare system, whose New
Jersey (“NJ”) chapter located in the “pit of corruption” state (2) of the Union.

No one interested in treating him but only making endless systemic money off him, his medical
and other rights violated routinely and mercilessly. “turfed” he was uselessly tossed from one
medical facility to another without proper treatment anywhere, … in a sea of corrupt medical
establishments and even more corrupt care takers. No available recourse anywhere, medical,
administrative, attorney or even judicial. From handling Sunny’s medical problems, Vic and Vicky
were increasingly sucked into fighting establishment NJ, merely to keep their brother nominally
safe. Their work suffered grievously and they lost control of the ability to continue retaining
ownership of their home. Even normally, medical problems in the family, along with such issues
as legal burdens, … can bankrupt just about anyone in America, here was an immigrating family
facing same and with a heavy dose of corruption liberally sprinkled in galore in their mix! Not just
from the outside, unhappily from the inside too, in the madcap and dysfunctional incarnation of
the “Americanized” Jay, bent to “unjust self-enrichment” at even the family’s expense! The family
which had veritably “made him” in America! Times especially in which now, a stumble in America
means impossible proportions to dig oneself back up and out soundly!

Where the corruption of the Bergen Country courts in Hackensack, NJ was already known to them
in connection with abuse of Sunny’s medical care, now it was freshly reintroduced to them in the
shape of real estate subject matters. Not only did they “lose” their home in a stampede of
corruption laced confusion, abuse and fraud by the courts themselves, before its rescue, fighting
hard Pro Se all the way to the Appellate level, they very nearly lost all their household property to
the recrimination devices of a particular rogue judge who did not like their standing up to him for
their core rights and worse still as lay-people besting him in legal knowledge and proceedings.
This rogue judge developed his acrimony in Sunny’s case before him, carrying same even more
viciously into their, second, real-estate case unfortunately landing in his court too.

Vicky and Vic (“V&V”) saw the corruption of real estate brokers too, no matter they were
supposedly friends first. … The worse of this corruption circus was certain severe compromise to
Sunny’s condition, which Vic and Vicky have now been fighting, continuously, contentiously and
heavily occupied, for the past 12 years since 2003. With still further injury and compromise to their
personal and financial standing! The 2008 economic crisis and before that America’s madcap love
affair with outsourcing, further did no favors for their consulting work, which gradually petered
negligible … all the family’s hard fought progress in America, as first generation immigrants,
reduced to ashes on the anvil of America-NJ’s great love affair with CORRUPTION! This branch of
the family story will be told dedicatedly in another discrete and separate post to come later.
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As such, between American corruption channeled through Jay’s high flying “Americanization”
and NJ’s even more direct impact, this family’s American experience came to become a hot bed of
nightmarish horror. An immigrating family knocked over and out even before the wide swath of the
indigenous middle-class downed. Personal and professional aspects alike, in the family,
evaporated gaseous in no time at all. Lock, stock and barrel razed to the ground! The sacred
family edifice in America, so assiduously and hard fought for exclusively by Vic for the most part,
very near cent percent, lost as if in the mist

In this “anything goes” society, in America, which defines freedom in all kinds of licentious ways,
with nary a thought as to freedom best heightened by properly bounding it, an immigrant family
lost everything it had worked ever so hard for. Then to be confronted by its latest lopsided and
unequal fight, the subject of the current story! Backing V&V into an impossible corner, until no
choice left with them but to go public as within:

'I WILL LIGHT YOU UP'

Footage Released In Sandra Bland Traffic Stop... Turned Violent Quickly... 'I'm Going To Yank You Out Of
Here!'... Legislators Condemn Cop's Behavior... 'This Woman Should Be Alive Today'... Supporters Dispute
Story Of Suicide... What Would Have Happened If Officer Didn't Escalate... Texas County's Messy Racial

History...

Ii. INTRODUCTION

This brings us squarely to the story of corruption intended to be really told in this present post.
Whereas the first post above promised for later pertains to Jay’s corruption upon imbibing foul
American values of our times, the second such one promised for ahead will revolve around NJ’s
corruption as one of the most corrupt states in the Union. As such, the story below falls in the
latter category too, namely it is framed by NJ’s historical propensity for outsized corruption on a
stubborn chronic trajectory. Either way, the immigrant family within felled disastrously by the
heavy hand of intense corruption, as it now defines current American values and actions. Current
American life …

Kay Nest (“Kay”) is the wife of a former mayor (1976-79), Richard A. Nest, of Fort Lee, NJ. Without
going into any great detail, she to this day retains certain, working and non-working, prominence
in town. As she tells it, she is the one who nominated the present mayor, Mark Sokolich (“Mark”),
to fill the interim vacancy created by the death of the previous mayor, Jack Alter, in 2007. She is
also known to say such things as any number of town policemen will do anything for her. … She
has done well by the town, mainly in the area of senior citizen housing and allied affairs. The rest
of her biography can be culled from public sources, for she is rather well known locally. To which
maybe joined her role and performance as to be elicited from the story told within!

She has a 60 years or thereabouts old son, Richard B. Nest (“Richard”), of 360 West 36th Street
(Apt. # 4NE), New York, NY 10018-6412, the master culprit of the enclosed story. He is a graduate
of the Georgetown Law Center of yester years, who according to his own mother never passed the
bar and never actually practiced law.

V&V had observed him on several occasions, before he embroiled himself with them topically last
year. He invariably came across readily as being full of himself, given to strutting around with a
swagger, throwing his weight around rather obviously, given to very loud talking, … They
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observed him as having a single line approach of interacting with his mother, direct and unmixed
bullying alone. High-handed! Kay confirmed this to V&V numerously, speaking mainly in terms of
his talking down to his mother in public and peremptorily tossing her papers into the waste
basket. Once she spoke of him as “cavorting with her enemies”, referring to the girls(s) in her
office, who had just ousted or ejected her out of her private office.

V&V would have liked to have, even now, kept Kay’s name out of public posting and print. Soft
pedal on her so, as they have done for certain Fort Lee Police Department (“FLPD”) parties within,
except there is no way to exhibit Richard, which simply has to be done, without exposing her, as a
by product, anyway as well! Moreover, Kay herself has not played a clean role in the matters
within; her well known “too clever by half” ways constant notwithstanding, she is personally guilty
of pointed wrongdoing herself. If Kay thinks she can outwit anyone at anytime, her son at least ten
times as likely to thing he always can. In the end, V&V have found willingness to bring their story
to public light, after a year of horrendous harassment borne already from some very incorrigible
sources. Left witless, by the end of this interminable span, with Kay’s personal hand not excluded,
from either the intensity or the frequency of that strain of harassment hot and heavy!

In the wake of the 2008 economic crisis, V&V, increasingly hard-pressed for consulting projects,
contacted Kay in 2011 for possible opportunities in town. From the outset and throughout the
purpose was all and only about work. To cut a long story short, they did work for her, as
independent contractors or consultants, which since immediate funds were not forthcoming, she
was supposed to pay for as V&V’s monthly budget had closing need, with full payment and
liquidation due upon intake from the following fundraiser. She paid several times, in partial
amounts, September 2011-March 2012. However, fund raisers came and went, Kay would plead no
money left over to pay them in full.

In the next few years, Kay and the other two went through a certain gyrating routine. When Kay
said no money was left after the second fundraiser following their contact, V&V discontinued
working for her, on demand they were not to come back unless first paid in full. After sometime
passed, Kay enticed them back to work on the promise of full discharge upon the next fundraiser.
She missed holding the next fundraiser and then reneged on a feature of their work relationship,
so V&V excused themselves from working on the replacement event six months later. Kay did not
pay them anything out of this fundraiser held in September 2013, but promised the next, May 2014,
fundraiser for handling exclusively by V&V. Preparatory to same, she began paying their backlog
in installments starting around August 2013 and through February 2014.

Otherwise, in September 2013, Vicky started part time work for the town of Fort Lee, a welcome
community service assignment, with a reporting dotted line to the FLPD. Anticipating work from
Kay in May 2014, all the time also looking for their more traditional, financial services, consulting
work, … to pick up some, household steadying, regularly flowing dollars from this highly desirable
social service content work, … made all round sense and suitable arrangement to V&V. Not to
forget a great deal of their time consumed, at the head of the queue, managing Sunny’s, medical
and other personal, affairs put to ringing jeopardy by NJ’s corruption since back in 2003. Rescuing
him from the clutches of a severely deformed NJ state, has been in many senses their first, major
occupation for the past dozen years’ very grim circumstances for them. Onerous as attending to
his illness always has been, what NJ’s corrupt and unlawful conduct has thrust on them, but
always on Sunny first, has not only been downright unnecessary but extremely but extremely
heavy to carry. All the more so over the extended period involved! It is part and parcel of an
immigrant family’s two score long odyssey negotiating the twisting and turning currents of
American-NJ’s pointlessly toxic corruption, which has, one way or another, devastated it in and
across this span.

Sometime in March or April 2014, Kay fell outside her office, at the Fort Lee Parking Authority, to
break her hip. Surgery and therapy to follow, in the ensuing weeks! V&V planned to go with a



friend (“FLPD_friend”), who was also a close friend and longtime “work” associate of Kay’s, to see
Kay at Holy Name hospital. FLPD_friend is a senior [police] officer in the police Chief’s office at
the FLPD, known to V&V as a decent person. Hence, they would like to keep his name shrouded
here, even though he was not to play any proper role in the story being told within either. Still,
since he did same for his job’s sake, which in matters of moral and legal correctness really no
excuse, but still to an otherwise decent human being this measure of break.

The planned visit to see Kay at the hospital in the works for May 5, 2014 or thereabouts,
PLPD_friend having confirmed he would take V&V along when he went. Then these plans became
inexplicably fuzzy from FLPD_friend’s end. On that day or the next, Vicky made a check-up
courtesy call to Kay at the hospital, to be told by her in whispered tones, she could not speak long
then since she was just being moved to Care One Rehab facility adjacent to the hospital. She
wanted Vicky to call her later at Care One, so that V&V could help her get a discharge and go
home. Otherwise, she feared her son and the Rehab facility to combine to kill her, as she put it!
Even though Kay and V&V’s relationship was a professional one only, on account of the latter’s
cultural background from back home of venerating their elders, the former felt very secure and
comfortable interacting with them.

KAY NEST

III. ADVENT OF RICHARD’S EXTORTION RACKET

When Vicky called Kay, the same day and most probably the next, Richard picked up the phone
and took a message, from her for Kay, leaving her name. Richard was, typically, rude and ruder
on account of what was to follow and unfold next. The same evening, around 6:00 PM, Richard
called Vicky’s phone and left his name, number for a return call. Vicky called back only expecting
some enabling message from Richard allowing her to complete her courtesy call to Kay, V&V had
had no prior direct contact with Richard and what they had seen of him from some distance, heard
about him from his own mother, … did not encourage wanting to know or interact with him. Had
they known what was in the offing, they certainly would not have called him back at that juncture.

As soon as Vicky connected, Richard, at the other end of the line, promptly proceeded to pitch
into her. Kicking off and unwinding an extortion racket. He accused Vicky, through her V&V
combined, of stealing money from his mother and threatened police action to recover it. This he
was to expand later into the full range of “… stealing, embezzling, scamming, defrauding, forging,
…” such monies from his mother. A bolt out of the blue or left field for the V&V(s) on the spot as a
subject matter case itself! Otherwise, for a graduate of law school even if of yester years, Richard
ought to have remembered and known the legal definition of these crimes! Or maybe this did not
matter to him, for he was out to intimidate and relying on V&V not knowing the law. But, the FLPD,
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which was already joined in a conspiracy with Richard in the background, ought to have! In fact
did know, but trailing nepotism it was in cahoots with the Nests from the very outset.

Vicky cupping the speaking section of her phone, hurriedly told Vic in the background what was
going on! Then turning to the phone she listened to Richard tell her he had his mother’s power of
attorney and misrepresent he was an attorney. Pure enterprise in heavy handed intimidation as
this was, he had no way of knowing his mother had already told V&V sometime back Richard had
never passed the bar exam and practiced law formally in fact. Besides, he needed to be holding a
then current enrollment at the bar and since he certainly did not, he deliberately misrepresented
himself as being an attorney.

Vicky told him nothing more than said matters being solely between Kay and themselves alone,
she had nothing to say to her son! Vic watching Vicky on the phone could see her silent self
getting annoyed, which she was to later reveal on account of Richard badgering, haranguing,
harassing, … her with his non-stop and one-sided barrage. If she did not lower the cradle on him,
it was only out of a sense of her own good manners, whose latitude though rapidly running out.
Vic, watching and sensing Vicky’s mounting exception and on account distress, took the phone
from her, to attend to it himself. He found Richard blabbering, blubbering and blustering away,
enough to pop a blood vessel, about police action mightily. First, he told the other end to “stop,
cease and desist”, then when the vitriol accompanying these threats of police action only
escalated he added a simple and direct “Do!” before downing the cradle firmly.

When V&V had had time to ponder, though to no clue and resolution, where what just happened
had come from, their thoughts next went to the context of the threats of police action issued.
Clearly, they knew no criminal matter existed and not even anything by way of any civil action,
what they could not understand was Richard’s vociferous reliance on police action. First
dismissing same as the idle threats of a fevered entity, as future developments unfolded, they
were to discover the FLPD in hot and heavy affirmative conspiracy with the Nests. It took a much
longer time for them to figure out suspecting FLPD_friend involved in the mix even as this call was
made by Richard. He was probably the one who had given Richard the go signal to issue his
“police action” threats as of this very point!

FLPD_friend going inexplicably fuzzy suddenly about established plans to go visit Kay in the
hospital and Richard simultaneously threatening police action, in an issue that was never a police
matter and indeed no matter at all, is too pat to be sheer coincidence. Besides someone from the
FLPD gave Richard the go signal, before he issued same! Especially in a matter that warranted no
police action ever, tangentially or remotely, even someone as reckless as Richard would not have
issued police threats as openly and brazenly as he did without prior clearance from some one at
the FLPD. Moreover, this police involvement came at the direct personal request of Kay herself,
the FLPD would not proceed to get involved in something as nefarious as their joint escapades
within unless she was calling in some chips owed her, in nepotism denominated linkage with each
other. Not to lose sight of fact, it is telling she was just prior looking for V&V’s assistance in
rescuing her from the combined clutches of her son and Care One Rehab. What does that tell us
about Kay?

The FLPD played a downright despicable role in the present mix and events. Endeavoring to be
too clever by half, but only ending up netting its own foot in a trap of its very own making! Even if
FLPD_friend was not involved as suggested above, his future role naked was none too shining as
to be flattering of him, in the least! Indeed, FLPD as a whole comes out of the entire ball of wax
within looking more like a criminal enterprise, then any mandated law enforcement outfit and
agency.

Next morning, of May 7, 2015, when Vic walked Vicky to her job post and site as he routinely did,
he decided to stay back in attendance for the hour-and-a-half of the duration of her first shift for



the day. It needs to be highlighted, Vicky’s work was outdoors in the open public space; field-duty
as it would be technically termed. Vic’s experienced faculties had an uncanny feeling about
Richard. Quite apart from the fact that he behaved in a highly bizarre, boorish and over-reaching
manner in the single bilateral instance the previous evening, what Vic knew of Richard, as a
patently cocky, undisciplined, un-circumscribed and consummate bully entity - which felt Fort Lee
was his personal stomping ground and fiefdom even thirty five plus years past the end of his
father’s tenure as mayor on account of his mother’s current hegemony in town, did not lend itself
to any faith pertaining to him at all.

And Vic was not to be proven wrong, borne accurate on the nose. Richard, as sure as night will
follow any day, came a stalking and harassing Vicky, this, very next, day! Just as Vic, vindicated,
had anticipated. On a cowardly mission, targeting a woman, pointedly sought alone. Not too
different from the bullying he subjected his mother to, in public no less. In fact, some time during
this licentious mission, he was to show the unmitigated temerity as well as density, force feeding,
to say he was compelled to come a stalking in person that day since Vic, in effect, had interrupted
his phone stalk of Vicky the previous evening. He had actually said “interrupted his conversation
with Vicky”, when accusing others creatively, falsely of having committed crimes and threatening
them with police action in unwarranted fashion could hardly pass for “conversation” in any
civilized set-up anywhere around the globe! To say nothing of the throbbing fact, Richard at the
root launched upon an unequivocal extortion racket!

On this very first (second, if his phone call of the previous evening taken as the first) occasion of
stalking and harassing, with the pure intent to intimidate, Richard had applied and latched himself
promptly to Vicky, unaware initially of her brother present on site, before likewise Vic himself
spotted him and stepped between the two! Generally during this stalk, Richard ominously issued
veiled threats of physical harm, defamed V&V to one and all parties present or passing (known
particularly to Vicky in connection with her work), informed he had disparaged V&V to the entire
town seat of government (including Mayor Sokolich), issued fresh threats of police action very
stridently, threats of rendering V&V homeless on to the street and jobless, passed racial
comments, generally jabbed and taunted V&V silly, made a general nuisance of himself for a fair
duration, … before slinking away eventually. Vicky said something very little to Richard only at the
start, in the way, once again, of matters concerned being, strictly, between his mother and V&V
only. Vic, keeping himself between Vicky and Richard, merely told the latter to “cease and desist”
and “go away” a few times, not a thing more. Richard tried to bait V&V to engage him somehow,
but had to go away unrequited.

The same day V&V reported the last two days’ incidents to Mayor Sokolich in person and
FLPD_friend, in his official capacity as senior administrator of Vicky’s [community service] work
program, by phone, as well writing. Through June 16, 2014 there were at least eight other attempts
by Richard to stalk Vicky in person at the job site, but he could not have his way of harassing her
as a target sought alone by herself. For Vic was ever present, so Richard “merely circled” and
went away! One of these days (June 9, 2014) V&V caught him defaming them to a colleague of
Vicky’s, when in fact he even had Kay in carriage with him!

In their meeting with Mayor Sokolich, really Mark for knowing him closely enough, he said
something which suggested to V&V Kay may have shortchanged others too before them. Mark
unprompted had uttered the figure of $50,000, as V&V shaped to tell him Kay still owed them
money. “She probably owes you $50,000!” is, very nearly, what he actually said, which V&V
interpret to mean he knows of another, at least one other instance where Kay cut corners on some
other party in the past. Before that, at the very outset, the Mayor had offered to lend V&V the
money they owed Kay as he put it, an offer they promptly declined on the grounds they owed her
nothing, for having been paid by her only for work they had done. A trap?



Mark also spoke in terms of not really knowing Richard, but only having heard over the grapevine
of his being “disturbed”! In a later email exchange with him, when V&V referred to this
conversation, he tried to back pedal away from this unprompted description of Richard. Assuming
his attorney hat and very legalistic language, not to impress V&V in any way at all, he accused
V&V of “specious” representations and demanded a retraction from them. Though V&V, merely in
good manners and order, stated in, qualified, reply “we sincerely apologize if we heard you
wrong” and “sorry for any misunderstanding”, this was neither intended to be nor was it any
actual retraction. For both Vicky and Vic are more than abundantly clear of mind, beyond all
reproach, Mayor Sokolich had indeed described Richard to them as “nuts” in fact, which in their
email exchange with him, of May 10, 2014, V&V had in delicacy coined as “disturbed”. Further,
Mark had also made reference to Richard as “nuts” in a phone call made to Fort Lee Councilman
Mike Sargenti on that very same day’s meeting and in their presence.

It is very instructive, since these events Mark has been rather very assiduous in avoiding V&V.
They can recall only two run ins with him in the past year plus, where in unavoidable situations he
has said a hurried hello in Cafasso’s supermarket while bolting on one leg and notched another
equally perfunctory greeting crossing Anderson Avenue at the site of his business office where
Plateau Avenue intersects with Anderson. Whereas in the past he would invariably stand and chat
properly, knowing V&V more than quite well.

Then on March 8, 2015 around 10:00 AM he was meeting with someone roadside in front of “Taste
Eatery”, while V&V were less than a block away at the intersection of Anderson and Virginia
Avenue(s). Otherwise, walking from his office to the gas station, for cigarettes, at the intersection
of SR-5 and Anderson Avenue, V&V nearby again have seen him walk the cardboard stiff and
awkward walk, with eyes studiously straight ahead, of the one who knows V&V are close by and is
assiduously avoiding them. From his car passing by, again, he strenuously stares ahead,
pretending not to have seen V&V, whereas in the past he would wave catching their eye. It is the,
all around, performance of an entity which knows he-his administration in the FLPD has done
wrong and V&V know too he-his administration … has done wrong. As such, cannot help avoiding
them, his entire body language betraying him dead to the center!

The reader will know more fully well from the narration below why Mayor Mark Sokolich lies so
twisted in the throes of the labored performance described just above. More than any guilt over
his FLPD, thus administration, having visited undeserved horror upon the innocent V&V, it is fact
V&V know threadbare all about the underlying wrong monumental and designed he has in this way
done them that haunts his dreams. Indeed, Mayor Sokolich has a lot to answer for, as we shall all
see together below. Mayor Mark Sokolich has to answer for, perhaps, his “Bridge-gate” if you like!
Cannot run from it, as he might be doing!

FLPD_friend has always known of all the work V&V have done for Kay, who had spoken of same to
him in glowing terms as early as November 2012. He has himself brought this subject up with V&V,
especially in connection with Vicky taking the community service assignment in town beginning
September 2013. For which FLPD_friend has administrative control at the very apex. Before V&V
wrote to him on May 7, 2014, following Richard’s first (or second, as the case maybe) stalking
sortie, in first speaking to him on the phone, like Mark Sokolich, FLPD_friend too had stated he did
not “really know Richard”. Though he has known Kay for a very long time! Still, he seems to have
been somehow involved with the go signal given Richard by the FLPD to issue and hurl his May 6
and May 7, 2014 intimidation intended threats of “police action” at V&V!

Mark in an email to Councilman Mike Sargenti, on May 7, 2014, sent in V&V’s presence in his
office, strongly recommended them for continuing fundraiser work. V&V assume on paid basis, as
with Kay, who, on account of her indisposition and age, had been relieved of her topical duties.
Kay had employed the services of another paid independent contractor, when he left she had
proposed giving same work to V&V but never really got round to doing so. With her gone from her



fund raising post, also went her promise to have V&V exclusively handle the May 2014 fund
raising effort.

Otherwise, for the multiply Ivy League educated V&V and those who had both held challenging
assignments in the financial services industry with prestigious multinationals, none of this work
was any terrible challenge at all. In any event, nothing came from these exertions from Mark, as
he, his administration and as such the town, moved by nepotism tinged tilt for Kay and Richard,
were soon to go in for a misplaced predatory hunt after V&V! A case of Kay power flexing in a very
nefarious and public disservice way; V&V, who come from highly placed public service pedigree
from their mother country, ought to know. Anyone and everyone knows, public sector and service
might, in particular, meant only for popular benefit making and not otherwise!

Vic has accompanied Vicky to her work for standing guard duty protective of her since May 7,
2014 to-date, a year later! This has been conveniently possible because her job site is close to
V&V’s home and occasioned by FLPD’s failure to protect her properly as her “employer”, also as a
mandated guardian generally of citizen protection. Indeed turning predator itself, next to the
Richard-Kay tandem, in high mischief et al. Otherwise, V&V have kept a minute and copious
written record of the topical harassment they have been subject to between May 6, 2014 and to-
date. Every event of predatory intimidation, stalking, harassment, … they have been subject to, by
the various parties joined together, in person, by phone, by mail, … a comprehensive record kept.
While Richard was mounting the above campaign, as the “bad cop” perhaps, Kay was playing
periodic “good cop”, by leaving phone messages for V&V, on June 22, 2014 and July 4, 2014,
apologizing for her son’s antics. Not to mislead V&V any longer!

…………………………………………northjersey.com

Chief(s) Keith Bendul and Tim Ford

IV. THE FLPD TRIES IT’S HAND AT THE EXTORTION RACKET

When Richard’s seedy stalking campaign, as described above, fizzled out, the FLPD seamlessly
stepped in directly itself. Betraying close conspiracy with Richard-Kay! Further, just as Richard
and Kay have always alternated and never overlapped, to show Kay was always, closely and
intricately, involved in everything going on topically, Richard and/or Kay alternating and
overlapping with the FLPD shows them working in close tandem with the FLPD at all times! The
basis for the strong nepotism footprint present in the mix, nothing more fundamental than the
politics of parties knowing and working together in town. Kay in her active capacity within the
town administration having worked closely with the FLPD for eons and collected commendation
plaques together with its brass, the stage set for the two sides given to patting each other’s
back(s) incessantly so down the corridor(s) of time! There is just something very false particularly
about her fanatical fervor for collecting such expressions of popular approval! Also, as a former
mayor’s wife and connected to anyone, everyone who has mattered or matters locally, Kay has
been plugged into the right side of Fort Lee’s inside track since at least the mid-1970s. Its
influence pedaling possibilities by extension!
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No wonder Richard struts around Fort Lee town, even as an outsider from Manhattan, with fiefdom
stressing impunity. The Borough of Fort Lee appears teeming with nepotism, the FLPD reeking of
it! V&V, besides the enclosed story, have other nepotism predicated issues with the FLPD as well,
may authorize a future write-up about same too. To mention just one possible case here, around
September 2014 the town administration cut about an hour-and-a-half/week each out of the roster
of every member in Vicky’s work program, for a total “savings” which more than coincidentally
very nearly equaled the salary given a town councilman, who resigned from the council at the
same time to take up a newly created town job.

On the flip side, the end of year gathering for members of Vicky’s work program is stipulated
“mandatory”, yet people not paid for attending it!?!? … It is as all over the country, people at the
top cuddled and serviced as insiders, all the rest subject to anything and everything which can be
taken out of their hide(s) … as aspects of burgeoning and inexorable drift and passage towards
oligarchy, plutocracy. Both Vicky and Vic eminently qualified for the above “newly created town
job”, shoulders above most they daresay themselves, yet they never heard about it and went to an
“insider” councilman. Perhaps even created expressly for his needs, from all the looks of the
case!?!?

There were rumors in town last year, in the second half of 2014, above councilman was planning
to resign his seat, needing to take a paying job on account of family financial need(s). Soon after
heard, this job, of town management specialist, created, which under all the suspicious
confluence of events accompanying, would seem specifically for the councilman in question only.
While noble, such taking care of a town family, yet not quite! If any of this true, would and has
Mayor Sokolich created one for the V&V family, in great need too? Perhaps, even greater! V&V
who are not as well known to the Mayor as obviously his crony, the councilman! Fellow elite of
sorts from the local circle(s)!

Until May 7, 2014, the Mayor only largely knew of V&V, past same he obviously came to learn of
their personal crisis, making them suitable targets of his administration in the service of Kay’s
outlaw pursuits. Otherwise, both V&V come from career preparations in the mother country for
serving in the highest echelons of the Federal Government there. Their father was a senior civil
servant. All of their classmates, particularly Vic’s since Vicky never attended any college in the
mother country, Secretaries and Ambassadors connected to that Government. Vic, further,
receiving Public Sector Management Training at one of this country’s top schools, in addition to
an MBA from a top US school too, covering private sector management skills as well.

As such, with their depth of study and experience, they could handle any town job, even the
Mayor’s, with both eyes closed and a hand tied behind their backs as if it were. In their face off
with Mark’s administration in the past year, had occasion to tell it same too! Just because V&V
stumbled in America, as first generation immigrants, blamelessly and undeservingly, slipping on
the slick morass now native corruption has become on a widespread basis, should give reason to
the Borough of Fort Lee to make them the vicious targets of an out of control, home grown,
racket? Mayor Mark Sokolich has a lot to answer for! What does all this tell us about him, instead
of smartly using V&V’s available experience optimally to the town’s benefit, his administration
running seedy and pithy schemes against them!?!? Letting Richard run amuck all over town, to
their detriment!?!? …

In the topical run in with the FLPD-town, V&V have taken the opportunity to underscore, Fort Lee
is no one’s, neither Kay’s, nor the FLPD’s, nor … personal fiefdom, belongs only to its citizens,
taken together, squarely and exclusively. Impunity exhibited by Richard spinning his extortion
racket targeting V&V, has really been stacked atop the FLPD first truly willing to behave with
impunity, ahead of him and Kay. Abetting, supporting, encouraging. In effect inciting … explicitly
and/or implicitly, openly and/or covertly, … Kay and Richard’s rampage through town topically.



Otherwise, for all of Kay’s cute and too clever by half attempts to paint herself innocent of
Richard’s topical pursuits, including of roping in the FLPD, she is guilty through and through.
Afraid to tell Richard the truth, particularly since she still owes V&V unpaid amounts, Kay joined
him in his extortion racket rigged, contemptible campaign, … unleashing all the contents of the
story at hand. The swindle, con, scam, fraud, … was not V&V’s, but only of the Nest parties with
all their accomplices. Kay is the one who supplied Richard with V&V’s phone #, home address,
who Vicky worked for and where, when, … including briefing on the circumstances surrounding
their, current, strained financial standing, which is what all these parties have sought to exploit by
way of expecting to successfully coerce V&V into submission summarily at the point of their
advanced extortion pursuits. She is also the one who personally supplied the inside contacts at
and ultimate persuasion of the FLPD, in going along with the unlawful schemes of the mother and
son duo.

Straining profusely to isolate Vicky for a dose of heavy handed coercion, securing of her false
confession as to owing Kay monies where none ever owed remotely, was a due subset of this over
all strategy to extort. During his May 7, 2014 stalking sortie, Richard had also announced two staff
members, whose names are being suppressed within - not because they deserve to be protected
but only not to complicate the story here unduly, of the Fort Lee Parking Authority had told him
V&V would come to that office to scam Kay at her workplace. This of course constitutes defaming
V&V, otherwise these two are the very same girls, in fact women, Kay had identified and
“fingered” to V&V as her enemies that Richard had been insensitively cavorting around with to his
mother’s dismay and considerable consternation, one of whom at that point having just been
instrumental in ousting Kay out of her private office, … Incidentally, these “girls” had been
reported by V&V to Mayor Sokolich in early May 2014, as part of their briefing of the latter with
respect to Richard’s May 7, 2014 stalking sortie; to the best of V&V’s knowledge no disciplinary
action has been taken by the Mayor against these women. It would seem, from this and other parts
of the present story, Mayor, Mark Sokolich, has been no part of any proper solution topically
because he has been part of the problem.

Kay’s checks written to V&V were all sans any “loan(s)” notation in their memo section or for that
matter anywhere else on them either. At worst only “gift making” by Kay could be garnished from
same, but actually they were payments for work done by V&V for her. Monies “stolen, scammed,
fraudulently procured, embezzled, secured at the point of forgery, …” on the face to be an
impossible stretch and far cry as any successful conclusion possible to draw from any and all
controlling factual landscape of the case within.

Next stop, a FLPD detective (“detective”) made a loaded, “bad cop”, call to V&V on June 24, 2014,
Once again, the narrative within shrouding this detective’s name by way of protection accorded
him, infinitely greater than any proper courtesy or conduct shown V&V by any “opposition
parties” in the reverse not excluding Mark, Mayor Sokolich only by way of decoding, either!
Specifically, Vicky the one who returned the detective’s call! It needs to be pointed out and
stressed, Richard’s, obviously “bad cop” personal stalking sorties ended on June 16, 2014, then
Kay’s “good cop” takes over for her June 22, 2014’s phone message left V&V, next in the relay the
baton is passed for the detective’s this June 24, 2014 “bad cop” call, … The FLPD stepping in
personally, to make its first direct appearance, mind you bearing a disreputable mission! With
eyes wide open and knowingly! A mission of blunt design, not something which happened by
mistake! … To intimidate, to extort for Kay and Richard in nepotism tarred affinity, … the FLPD’s
brazen, but foolish, enterprise cozy and secure in the assumed knowledge of being certain to
mislead and take V&V as lay people with respect to the business of law. Fortunately, for V&V of-
course, they happened to be well versed in that field. Otherwise, the FLPD beguiling would have
squashed them flat wrongly, to the account of Kay’s, undeserved, corner.



It was obvious to V&V, from the, very, outset, the FLPD was not bent to any informal community
service of softly, helpfully trying to arbitrate, fairly and impartially, between two town parties in
disagreement. This was a straight-out predatory mission, meant to secure Kay said monies,
whether V&V owed them or not. In other words, an extortion racket, known as one by this
“August” force! For there was nothing at all within the applicable factual landscape, which could
conclusively prove, even begin to prove to the FLPD, monies were due Kay and they had been
originally taken from her at the point of a crime. No such factual basis existed at all. In the least!
Ever! … Unless the FLPD willing to step up to inform us as to what precisely led it to conclude a
criminal investigation and pursuit was in order!?!? To no surprise, this FLPD was never able to
establish, to V&V’s satisfaction, the existence of any unassailable evidence and argument it relied
on to conclude V&V owed Kay said monies, had committed any crimes, … Indeed, it made no
attempts ever to do so! Say anything to such effect and discharge!?!?

Seeking to straight-line intimidate, plainly in order to only extort, the detective had opened, and
simultaneously, closed with simply being interested in when V&V would start paying Kay. Nothing
more! The trial was already over, with the verdict in, at the starting line itself! The [criminal] court’s
adjudicating jurisdiction brazenly usurped short, totally, at the FLPD station itself. With the FLPD
appointed to act as judge, jury and executioner on its own, short handle, disposal. There was no
warming up in the bullpen or “nothin”, as Ralph Kramden had reacted too to his mother-in-law’s
short order dive into insulting him no sooner than she had arrived at his and Alice’s home!

The detective, from the word “go”, acting as a “debt collector”, without the FLPD having met the
requirements of New Jersey Fair Debt Collection Practices Act 45:18-1 (“NJ_FDCPA”), as to FLPD
required to post a suitable bond with the NJ Secretary of State before assuming any such role. If
the Federal Fair Debt Collection Practices Act (“F_FDCPA”; 2) attached, then promptly falling foul
of this law, for harassment and abuse of V&V (§ 806), false and misleading representations made
to V&V (§ 807), unfair practices (§ 808), …

The detective deliberately prevaricated, by way of seeking to escalate the weight and index of the
intimidation factor, saying “… complaints were coming …” Not merely a [criminal] complaint but
multiple complaints. Until pressed hard and repeatedly by Vicky, first he would not even disclose
no complaint had been filed to the point of his phone call, for fear of being confronted with failure
to complete due process or lacking due process sufficiency and jumping the gun ,.. Indeed,
though at a later date, V&V were to inform the stubbornly marauding FLPD, in no uncertain terms,
they were going to provide no cooperation without being served and shown a formally and
properly booked complaint first, stood on their Fifth Amendment rights to say nothing and since
they owed Kay nothing too no conclusions of guilt could be deduced from same perch assumed,
would agree to no contact with the FLPD without unquestionably having their attorney present, …
Otherwise, knew perfectly well no complaint(s) were to be forthcoming, the show of criminal
classification entirely doctored and even for civil classification Richard-Kay had no leg
whatsoever to stand on. No surprise, when no [criminal] complaint(s) were ever filed by Kay and
Richard with the FLPD.

The detective never read Vicky her Miranda rights, before commencing to ask her leading
questions. He wormed his way around endeavoring to entrap her into saying monies owed, when
none ever owed. … Richard had come on May 7, 2014, hoping to corner Vicky by herself and
coerce her into false admissions. The detective attempted to do the same thing, only the
entrapping mechanism intended to be worming and round about cross examination on no valid
and legal basis, hence authority, to do so. Obviously, the detective was also working to the
stratagem he carried a much greater natural thump, as a police officer, than Richard could or did.

When a body is found and then suitable examination establishes the conclusion a homicide has
occurred, the legal foundation for the crime of murder has been met. The law allows the police,
once such carriage of a crime has been indexed, a measure of latitude to lie, mislead, … in
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furtherance of progressing its investigation. However, only once the commission of a crime has
been firmly established, never before.

Here the detective held no basis whatsoever to conclude any crime had occurred. Indeed, the
available factual landscape bespoke no foundation to meet the “preponderance of evidence” test
of a civil action, much less to satisfy the “beyond a reasonable doubt” thresholds needed for
testing criminal prosecution proceedings. Further, not even any complaint had yet been filed
formally. … And here was the detective and FLPD, not only finding themselves willing to open the
case to investigation, but advance to the deployment of the devices of lying, misleading, … in
order to entrap. Even under normal circumstances, where the commission of a crime established
has validly given the green signal for such extraordinary devices to be deployed, strict entrapment
itself is still prohibited. FLPD, in the incarnation of its detective, on this day merely bent to
unlawful intimidation in the service of entrapping and coercing a false confession out of Vicky,
with their cowardly hope of first having successfully isolated her at the cutting front end. It was
not V&V, in any form or shape, but only this detective and the FLPD stooped to criminal activity,
So this otherwise law enforcement agency fired its first shot, salvo on this June 24, 2014 day, just
as Richard had fired his first on the evening of May 6, 2014.

Vicky was to eventually tell the detective, ending the conversation, she was away from home, as
she was, and would get back to him later … She had no intention of doing so, give credence and
sustenance to an obviously doctored and foul enterprise.

What does Mark, Mayor Sokolich, have to say about all this? About the [mis]conduct of the FLPD,
under his watch? What about Chief Keith Bendul (“Chief”)? And, Deputy-Chief Tim Ford (“Chief
2”)!?!? The reader should begin to form an idea why Mark felt the need to endeavor going opaque
with respect to V&V. Hiding! Avoiding! …

If anyone other than someone like Kay had brought a similar non-case to the FLPD, same entity
would have been promptly laughed out of its station. As it is, however, FLPD more than willing to
lead a loaded criminal witch hunt and extortion! Imagine too, the Borough of Fort Lee, the for no
reason repeat aggressor, V&V the plain as day aggrieved party or parties, yet it is the latter
protecting the former parties while Kay and Borough pertinent parties have been constantly
escalating matters for a year and subjecting innocent local citizen parties to unremitting
intimidation, impress pressures, sundry predatory harassment and pounding, miscellaneous
plotted disingenuity and mislead, … all purpose corruption. Direct creditors or pretend creditors
may not be covered by the F_FDCPA, but that does not mean they are allowed all the dirty and
outlaw tactics Kay and co-conspirators stooped to deploy.

Kay, nor the FLPD and the Borough of Fort Lee for that matter, cannot blame V&V for having this
post authored, she wrongly took them to the police, … in the sheer intoxication of local power-
play. V&V waited, weathering out, already, more than a year of raging harassment and intimidation
laced torque. Otherwise, both Kay-Richard and the FLPD-Borough of Fort Lee have found spur,
towards all their persistent corruption, in the pointed calculation V&V stood without any capacity
to take counter-action?!? Whether same true of V&V or not! It would seem, constituting the classic
definition of, pusillanimous, cowards and bullies, no less!

Kay acted as if the FLPD was her personal detail. FLPD willing to do her bidding with alacrity,
putting itself at the ready disposal of her racket. Richard’s racket, which, one way or another, she
joined willingly and affirmatively herself. Kay-Richard and the FLPD manacled, hand-cuffed
together so is exactly the definition of nepotism ties. But for FLPD’s subscription to nepotism,
Richard-Kay would never have scaled stubbornly, …

Kay, according to her own representation(s), collected in the vicinity of $50,000/= per fund raiser.
Perhaps more!?!? Sometimes she could have held two fund raisers a year. For the event she held
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in 2010, at the usual venue of “Doubletree by Hilton” on Route 4E, she paid a major sum of
$6,605/-. No other major, en bloc, expenditure of this type needing to be made through the year.
V&V can think of no expenditures through the year which consolidated would total $50,000/- or
more. Then why would Kay promise to pay V&V in full after fund raiser(s) and then each time plead
having run out of money short of their work bill? Part of the reason perhaps lay in her protocol
bent to exercising control over V&V, pay them as little as possible and stay owing them all the
time effected as a control mechanism? Is it also possible she was paying herself serious amounts,
between 2011-13? V&V can recall reading, in the Fort Lee Patch they think, something about her
“paying herself” or “making money” … In fact Kay had herself given them this piece, pretending to
being all very indignant, upset, … about it. Issue warrants a public audit, some would say.

V&V know her, from personal contact, to be very miserly, of Old Scrooge proportions. Many little
quirks, of extreme frugality, aggregated to reveal her so. For the May 2012 fund raiser, she had
V&V use up the entire contents of their laser cartridge, having engaged in advance to replace
same. The she took a whole year, into 2013, to actually replace, on the way giving V&V such lame
and transparent excuses as to be irksome on any number of levels. Including, annoying V&V taken
for being numbskulls so! … Even when she replaced the cartridge, it was only when she herself
had need for V&V to print something curricular for her in some time.

It all was always about her. Flaunting her front row seats at town events! Endless pursuits of
commendation plaques and the like! All the people she knew over the years, their pictures strewn
around her office. … Constantly chanting “God forbid(s) …!”, invoking the Lord, crossing herself,
… yet not at all above bad-mouthing people! … Even then, to give the “devil” her due, she has
done some good work for the town’s senior citizens. V&V never wanted to expose her, tell the
enclosed story, she has brought it upon herself! And Richard unquestionably, of course!

Vicky finished the, 2013-14, school year around this time, in fact was on a week’s gap when the
detective had called on June 24, 2014! Kay and her con-conspirators were obviously waiting,
lurking breathlessly to pounce all that week, for they pounced as soon as Vicky returned to work
for the summer session, on July 1, 2014.

On that very first day back, imagine the quality of the underlying wrongheaded audacity and the
eagerness to go for it, a FLPD Officer (“Officer_mgr” - V&V preferring of protecting this party’s
identity from the public too; this officer the designated one who immediately managed Vicky’s
community service job program) stopped by her post, suspiciously staged very precisely for the
end of her day’s work (around 2:45 PM) to say the detective wanted to see her at the FLPD station.
The unspoken expectation being since Vicky’s job program was administered by the FLPD, same
was more than ample arm-twist for her to “obey” such misplaced summons implicitly. What could
be more predatory, devious, audacious, out of the mainstream and even ball park, …? Imagine
Kay and the FLPD hunkered down together, plotting away at devising such and other deep, dingy
and daring poaching schemes in designed fashion? Just imagine too the FLPD’s sheer chutzpah
in summoning Vicky so, upon no lawful cause whatsoever to do so? Consider the breadth of their
capacity for straying, swaying the pendulum as far in the wrong direction? The mindset, of owning
a fiefdom, which would give rise to the attendant audacity supreme!?!?

Goes without saying Vicky did not take the meeting! It was obvious to V&V, this was now not just
about assisting Richard-Kay in the main, but the FLPD trying to save its own neck upon learning
V&V were not without command of the law and no easy pushovers … About realizing it had
bungled grievously! About concern upon being caught with its hand in the cookie jar, so to speak!
…

Instead, V&V sent an e-mail to FLPD_friend. When he called back, it was from vacation in North
Carolina, where he was visiting a sibling, V&V informed him of the day’s developments and told
him Vicky was not to take the meeting. They wanted a copy of the complaint first, Vicky to stand



on her Fifth Amendment rights zealously and since no monies owed without the license of any
guilt being read into same, would not appear at the station under any circumstances without her
lawyer present, …

V&V were to be sorely disappointed in FLPD_friend’s conduct, he tried to persuade Vicky to take
the meeting with the detective and hinted her job could, but meaning to convey would, be in
jeopardy, if she did not. He also hinted, if she did not and lost her job, he “may not” be able to help
her! Finding V&V firm about not taking the meeting, he switched gears trying persuasion and
“reason” instead. As such, he endeavored counseling V&V, in terms of their risks of finding
themselves in hot water, since they could not easily afford counsel at this time, which was parried
away easily. V&V did not have to even answer this last part, but did parrying to further inform the
FLPD they were rather well versed in the law.

Otherwise, it was not lost on them FLPD_friend’s performance reflected FLPD in deep worry for
itself. This was apparent from all the labored pains FLPD_friend took to persuade Vicky to take the
meeting, which would have been used to browbeat a false confession out of her or otherwise
disingenuously erect one anyway. Further, his counseling out of no concern for V&V per se, but
first only out of same for himself and the FLPD! How far afield he was willing to go and did, simply
a measure of personal concerns only. Indeed, FLPD_friend would not have called V&V back right
away, while vacationing, unless he was worried stiff for FLPD’s sake. … All the same V&V wrote
this interaction off as FLPD_friend watching out for his own job, per force giving such benefit of
the doubt.

Still, he knew both Kay and V&V, on either side. He went for Kay, not to do what is right every time,
but because he has more to gain from her. He has known her longer too, but it is this, “to gain” bit,
which controlled more! She has helped him with his mother’s senior citizen needs, he is a donor
for her local political activities, she supported his candidacy for a high office, … they work
together all the time. V&V understand these things, but when it is a matter of the ascendancy of
the Rule of Law …! Even nepotism has to bend then, before the exigencies of the Rule of Law!

A separate, courtesy, fax was sent off to the detective, appraising him FLPD_friend would brief
him as to why Vicky was not to take the meeting with him, he should not co-mingle this [bogus]
matter he was handling and her job space at the FLPD, hold the latter strictly inviolate from the
contamination of the other … In a genuine gesture, V&V also signed this fax off with a comment as
to their admiration and gratitude for police officers everywhere.

Either in the earlier email of that day to FLPD_friend itself or in a separate letter additionally sent
him around the same time, V&V minutely detailed all that had transpired since their previous
recording of topical events. They made an invariable habit of recording so, as soon as something
had taken place, then forwarding same to the offending perpetrator contemporaneously … none of
which record has ever been disputed by the other side. Not so much as even any passing joinder
of issues has ever taken place, indeed no response ever forthcoming.

Next morning, Officer_mgr was promptly at Vicky’s post again, now staged precisely for 9:45 AM,
as the end of her first shift for the day. The implications did not escape V&V, the FLPD was
running scared. Officer_mgr yelled, in stentorian terms, at the top of his lungs he was there to
personally escort Vicky to the station and the detective (Detective Lieutenant, in fact) right away.
Where were the Constitution and the Rule of Law? The yelling was for Vic’s benefit, to discourage
him from intervening to block Vicky’s forced conveyance so. Before Vicky could even really tell
him she would not be going to the station with him, Officer_mgr received (or made) a phone call
(ostensibly from or to the detective, who in turn presumably having heard from FLPD_friend),
following which he cancelled his bulldozing escort, “offered” Vicky just prior.
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FLPD_friend, accordingly received a scathing letter from V&V, dated that day of July 2, 2014, not
only encapsulating the day’s outrages by his police department’s detective and officer, but quite
literally reading him personally the riot act with respect to it! Obviously, all this was further
contravention of the F_FDCPA, if applicable, with robust incremental impunity. Including FLPD’s
own proffered tourniquet, of Vicky’s job to net jeopardy if she did not take the meeting with the
detective! V&V so stressed out by this time, following two months’ of concerted intimidation,
screws tightened on them, Vic coughed blood on the street on the way home after this that
morning. They have been so stressed,, at the butt end of the enclosed predatory jolting, their
nerves veritably threatening to jump out of their skin(s). Serious insomnia problems, as wont to
happen as a consequence! Fatigue, lethargy, stuffed headedness, … their work obviously
disrupted. … Anticipating trouble, V&V dreaded going into the FLPD station, to pick Vicky’s
paycheck up periodically every fortnight and forced to make arrangements to call an attorney
friend in case they did not come out of the station in minutes.

In the July 2, 2014 letter to FLPD_friend, V&V cogently stated, writing to him they were assuming
Mark was automatically copied, in terms of FLPD_friend keeping him in the loop. Also asked him
to let them know if he was not, they would themselves copy him discretely and dedicatedly! V&V
did not wish to unilaterally copy the Mayor, so as not to get anyone into trouble. They were never
interested in escalating matters, did not wish to upset any apple carts, … expected people at FLPD
at least to begin behaving. FLPD_friend never stated Mark was not in the loop, never asked V&V to
copy him themselves … so they assumed the Mayor informed fully at all times. If he was not, then
he was not doing his job properly, anyway! Moreover, they knew he knew, in the way after May 7,
2014 he scrupulously ducked out of enclosed matters as far as interacting with V&V about them
concerned. Highly telling, as also his studiously avoiding contact with them ever since or
thereabouts! Ultimately, from V&V’s perspective, this story goes to the press only because other
people will just not stop, sheath themselves at any point.

As for Kay, even when V&V had worked for her, she was always attempting to be slick with them.
They could never be sure about her, in a full circled way, but they were always uneasy and
suspicious about her less than forthright interaction with them. Her downright gauche behavior,
as will be seen even more fully below, confirmed to them their earliest questions about her rather
well founded. Not to take away from the public work she has carried on In the name and memory
of her late husband, the former Mayor of Fort Lee, but there is no doubt in V&V’s minds now she
took unfair and undue advantage of their challenged personal circumstances, in the process
short-changing them quite deliberately. Her son, Richard, of course an open book bully and
pretender, on his obvious record!

On July 11, 2014, FLPD_friend himself stopped by Vicky’s post, endeavoring to mislead her into
naming Vic as owning the said monies to Kay. Arguing, in this way Kay could be owed said
monies [actually never owed], but without any repercussions for Vicky’s job for not owning up
(sic)! How desperate did the FLPD have to be, why could it not take its licks and occupy the bed it
had made for itself, with impunity. For one, V&V did not owe Kay anything, then especially
knowing V&V’s background well, how clever did he think he was and stupid V&V? Did he really
think he could put one past V&V as easily as his artless gambits would seem to suggest?

Vicky told him, in no uncertain terms, no monies were owed in the least and secondly
FLPD_friend’s none to clever move to rule by dividing her and Vic not to get off the ground any
distance at all. Once again, how desperate indeed did the FLPD have to be, even though now
concerned the most about its own derriere only? Well, as desperate as to make him stop next by
Vic, stationed close by on guard duty protective of Vicky, to tell him “since you are the one
stopping Vicky from taking the meeting at the FLPD station with the detective, you will be
responsible for her losing her job!” Vic merely looked at him, with basically bland but still
appropriately conveyed disapproval, to send him empty-handed on his way too. This was the last
of FLPD’s overt trickery and harassment, by no means even then volunteered but only as a matter
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of throwing in the towel before its final inability to con V&V, misleading them on the law and in
other ways. The FLPD had failed otherwise too, not being able to pound V&V into submission with
its heavy duty intimidation tactics. … However, spanning a continuous year, this escapade, set
into motion by mother and son feeding off each other, has taken a severe toll of V&V. causing
incessant stress, distress and debilitation intense, disruption of work and life, …

It goes without saying no [criminal] complaint was ever filed by Richard-Kay, much less the
[multiple] “complaints [in the offing]”, disingenuously threatened by the detective. FLPD acted
within on account of its hard-wired political connections with Kay, as such was simply “all-in” with
Richard-Kay’s extortion racket one way or another. FLPD_friend even echoing Richard’s none too
legally dexterous and tenacious argument, “V&V speaking their hardship had taken advantage of
Kay’s advanced years and naïveté, misleading her by appealing to her sympathy for separating
her from her money” (sic), to explain their charge of the crime supposedly committed by V&V.
When Kay’s payments were only for V&V’s work done for her anyway, further this justification met
no legal standards for “theft, scam, fraud, embezzling, forgery, …”!?!?! If anything, this was
recitation of only “gift making” on its face! Then FLPD_friend really betrayed his counterfeit
antecedents, most creatively and unconvincingly arguing the inanity and absurdity “Richard was
and would be readily more believable, since he is the son of the Town’s former mayor …” (sic)!?!?

As for the naïveté bit, same gambit even more bogus and contrived! Kay naive!?!? One who is
associated with the administration of two dozen organizations, however ceremonial same may or
may not be! One who studied to be an accountant, worked as one too, … to the best of V&V’s
recollection! One who until 2014 was handling the financial affairs of the local chapter of a national
political party! One who V&V know well enough to be able to say has spun al kinds of webs
constantly, however harmless or not same maybe! … She is anything but naïve.

Just because V&V slipped as first generation immigrants, on the slick Jay’s “Americanization”
studded frauds against family have been, America and NJ’s throbbing corruption chronically is, …
everyone to think they have to be targeted for being robbed blind and are fools enough not even to
know being taken? How predatorily loaded indeed must such a wayward and compounding
America has to be? How ready to assume the likes of V&V will not fight for their core and even
other rights guaranteed them constitutionally and otherwise!?!? …

In any event, the FLPD was perfectly noticed at all times there was no criminal content to any
V&V’s act(s), spinning a fast one merely as a mechanism to intimidate in hard-boiled fashion,
looking to coerce V&V into confessing to owing monies they never owed even for civil process
purposes. V&V targeted on the express calculations they could be taken for being pushovers in
their vulnerable state. A big fat red herring erected by the FLPD, in search of nefarious ends
sought. Why precisely Mayor Sokolich took to avoiding V&V studiously simultaneous with the
advent of matters enclosed, despite knowing them well enough! If anything, it was V&V who were
naïve, taken in initially by the other parties involved within!

This, then, was the, thin, beef, indeed no beef, upon which the FLPD opened a criminal
investigation against V&V, upon Kay and Richard’s “complaint”. In fact, Kay and Richard’s
complaint never even filed actually!?!? Who were all these people really kidding!?!? Did they really
think Ivy League educated V&V, anyone at all, could be so dumb as to swallow such unadulterated
mush? Abject nonsense and abomination!?!? Shallow spinning!?!? Excuse for even any sound
creativity!?!? … An entire police department should not know what constitutes a crime? Only
because all this was designed hocus-pocus in high relief, to beguile and fool V&V, entrap them, …
The rest was the willful intimidation schema, to push through a known nefarious agenda, in the
service of Mother Extortion, benefitting Mother Kay! Is this what is meant by law enforcement at
American police departments, in our sorry times, today?



The Mayor, Chief and Chief 2 maybe asked, by what narrow facts did a criminal case exist within?
As well as Kay (and Richard), first perhaps!?!? The latter on a personal basis, the former official!
Kay and her son need some personal sobriety. And let the Chief and Chief 2 really earn their pay,
ranged in the $200,000/= and $250,000= region(s)!

A mockery made of social sobriety and the Rule of Law alike! Travesty of process at minimal, of
justice itself carried out! The trashing of all lawful proportions! Law and justice subverted,
miscarried with impunity, discarded as yesterday’s disposables and rejects! Unnecessary
baggage! Superfluous impositions and burdens! … Kay and the FLPD do not own, not even rule
the Borough of Fort Lee, it belongs only to the citizens thereof.

The only way V&V could have owed money to Kay is if she had made them work for nothing,
taking unfair and undue advantage of their circumstances, by deliberate design too? Is that what
she is saying? Is that what she really wants to tell the public reading this report? And the FLPD
too!?!? Mark Sokolich? The Chief!?!? Chief 2!?!? … Then, if she held a genuine criminal
complaint, why did she file, an equally bogus, civil complaint later (see below)? By the sane token,
if her complaint belonged in the civil domain, why did she move on a criminal basis abusing the
auspices of the FLPD earlier? Were the alleged acts of V&V criminal or civil, if she cannot even
decipher between the two, then how could V&V owe her anything? Perhaps, just perhaps
payments to V&V were indeed for work they had done, which leads to the pressing inquiry as to
what about the balance Kay still owes V&V? Mark, the FLPD, the Chief, Chief 2 willing to sign on to
help V&V make this recovery? If not, why not, the Fort Lee public in particular, to be sure, should
like to know, one guardedly assumes? What a splendid racket, indeed!?!?

All this was straight, designed, entrapment attempted and harassment by various FLPD officers in
question. first to give spur to Richard-Kay’s extortion racket by short-order doctoring of a criminal
offense, where not even any civil offense existed, having been committed by V&V. Later heavy
duty coercion applied to the latter to endeavor saving their own a**, found in a sling upon
discovery, V&V, even as lay-people, not taken in and prepared to fold before all Kay parties’ ruse,
manufacturing a none too slick a scheme designed to purportedly nail V&V for a patently non-
existent cause for monies “stolen, scammed, fraudulently procured, embezzled, secured at the
point of forgery, …” If and when FLPD personnel ever stopped, it was never voluntarily, but only
upon exhausting runway capable of conning and pounding V&V into submission, notwithstanding
the latter were subject to some very heavy-duty and scary intimidation, bulk and instrumentation
alike.

The FLPD inalienably required to protect Vicky by dint of their professional duties owed citizens
and also as employers, albeit representing Fort Lee citizens as the real owners of the underlying
community service program and everything else in town too. The “Borough of Fort Lee: Personnel
Policies and Procedures Manual”/“Manual” ordering the town to provide a safe and conducive
work environment to Vicky, required the FLPD to protect her from Richard’s, “inter personnel”
stalking and harassment, not join into it! Further the “Borough of Fort Lee” required by this
Manual/Employer-Employee handbook to protect employees, if necessary by prosecuting, other
employees bent to “intra personnel” harassment. As represented by FLPD personnel harassing
Vicky [-Vic] inextricably in tandem with Richard-Kay, gratuitously and by the instrumentation of
creative willful design! Suitable/applicable excerpts from the Manual are quoted below/infra.

Kay called July 13, 2014, still playing ‘good-cop”, not to fail spotting only once FLPD’s last overt
gambit, dated July 11, 2014 (see above), had failed. So far her phone calls were directed towards
endeavoring to paint herself having nothing to do with “what Richard was doing”! Implicitly or
explicitly censoring “her son’s pursuits”, which barring her chicanery were her pursuits, in
tandem, too! Instructing V&V on how to call her, only when Richard was not around! … V&V not to
easily believe her, for she had never called when either Richard or FLPD’s “bad-cop” was “on”!
Not to easily trust her at all, again! By the same token, Richard and the FLPD never in evidence



when she was “on”, her “good-cop” or later her “bad-cop” shtick. A well choreographed and
orchestrated symphony performance in the pit(s), by these parties alternating between
themselves!

In September 2014, once Vicky returned to work for the new work year: 2014-15, the FLPD sent
Officer_mgr to V&V’s home to speak specifically to Vic only and who was told he was barred from
her work post for the duration of her shifts at location. No reason given for this injunction, no
predicate or basis upon which proceeding so shared either. Obviously because, this was in direct
“reaction” to Vic standing protective guard over Vicky during her three shifts for three days and
two shifts for the two remaining days of the week, which did not suit “someone” for some arbitrary
reason.

Still, Vic, politely and cooperatively, asked Officer_mgr how far could he “safely” locate his guard
duty from Vicky’s post. When unreasonably told he was barred all together, for any and all
distance, it became evident to him, without any question, this was another ploy by the town and
FLPD merely to segregate Vicky from Vic, in furtherance of Richard-Kay’s extortion racket. To
render her alone and so isolated at her shift, for targeting by Richard to coerce her into falsely
admitting owing Kay monies never owed. This towering outrage and unmitigated chutzpah
became occasion for Vic to read the town, Mark, the FLPD, the Chief, Chief 2, the Town Council, …
whoever had issued said injunction, another riot act, to the effect he could not be barred from any
town public space without valid reason and any further efforts to do so would be on pain of the
town incurring suitable litigation in the matter. … As such, Vic has maintained continuous
protective duty over Vicky as he has seen fit, since then and to-date, around her work location(s).

This was the most irresponsible antic and affirmative plot by the Borough of Fort Lee, callously
endangering Vicky by active design and willingness, on the anvil of promoting an extortion and a
racket. Enough to make anyone disaffected go livid, as V&V were. The incorrigibility factor further
stirring that pot! Fact that V&V were scrupulously innocent did not help those reactions any either.
… Vic had already quizzed Officer_mgr on the spot as to who had issued the loaded injunction of
the instant, he had pleaded to not “really” knowing the most original source. In a letter to
FLPD_friend, dated the same day of September 23, 2014, V&V not only, as usual, recorded the
facts of this latest incident duly bound together with their take and analysis of same, but a direct
demand was made of the FLPD for disclosing who precisely had authored the injunction at its
most original point!?!? The Borough of Fort Lee never had the register to make any such
disclosure, which to V&V was only evidence of the town administration’s perfect awareness of its
plotted wrongdoing, before and after the fact.

Perhaps Mayor Sokolich would be willing to make this disclosure now in front of the entire Fort
Lee community en bloc!?!? With the record created by V&V scrupulously undisputed amounting
to a veritable confession implicitly already, would the Mayor now make an explicit public
confession and clean breast of it all facing the Fort Lee public square!?!? Agree, without further
ado, to suitably compensate V&V for the materially intense harassment town agencies have,
actively, affirmatively and willfully visited again and again upon, town citizen innocents, V&V!?!?
Kay and Richard owe their own piece of compensation for harassment, standing apart and distinct
from the town!

It would seem pat, considering the rabidly predatory times we live in, the FLPD would have
connived to, creatively, fire or otherwise force Vicky out of her job, in retaliation, were it not for the
fact they were wedded to extorting monies for Kay. Doing so would have sort a amounted to
cutting off the nose to spite the face! Otherwise, even if it were to be hypothetically assumed Kay
was owed said monies, which she is not of course, the question is should Kay and in her nepotism
shaded tow the FLPD, the Borough of Fort Lee have fallen to the shady and scandalous
[mis]conduct they did, uncorked all the slime and sleaze they did. …!?!? That indeed is the
question!



Resorted to self help and the given form of self help, cesspool bound!?!? With Kay or her son or
the FLPD or the entire Borough of Fort Lee administration or anyone at all, such escalation is a
subset of arrogating the town as being a personal fiefdom and playpen! Other people mere
playthings! The assumption of the license to be licentious, with runaway impunity! To be above
the Rule of Law, law unto self!

A lot of that going around in America today, then certain to be in, chronically, corrupt New Jersey!
Why anything goes is never too far behind in our here and now! Why Washington D.C., leading the
pack, is such an unmitigated and gargantuan “House of Horror” these days, as never before! Why
ordinary and everyday people simply do not count for anything in America any longer,
notwithstanding as the real McCoy(s) they form the real building blocks of every kind of national
uplift and progress. We live in some sort of a police state in today’s America, where the elite now
twit with all the rest of the people, with at will impunity! Rather, light heartedly and off handedly
toy incessantly with all the rest of us! It is the new, or old, American way!

What is the most troubling and frightening is that those, like Lloyd Blankfein of Goldman Sachs,
who came out of modest and even sub-modest backgrounds just in the prior generation, are the
worst culprits, as fresh converts to rogue elite mentality with their nouveau riche arrival. They
seem to become the worst interlopers, predators and oppressors, for staying frightened to
petrified proportions of where they came from, that place’s stark, dank and oppressive misery!
Steep and long uphill trek! Even if antecedent background not reaching all the way back to abject
circumstances, but only difficult and challenging unlike the easy pave of, even if only strictly in
terms of what money can buy, the affluent. There is also the hiding and erasing component, those
who have arrived prone to wishing to put as much distance as possible between themselves and
their past, for psychological healing purposes as well as not to be branded adversely in anyway
by it in the present. …

V&V have one such unworthy, in the family itself, in Jay. So they are well clued into the
psychology of such people, otherwise having come from very upper middle class circumstances
in the mother country, personally also know a thing or two about the inner workings of the so-
called elite. The rest of their instruction and learning filled in by last thirty years’ America,
inexorably pushed and yanked increasingly towards wicked oligarchy and plutocracy Jay, in the
indiscriminate and accelerated sweep of his conversion to today’s highly toxic American values
and Americanization, went all the way to cheating and annihilating even family, where
contemporary predatory Americans only devour fellow citizens. As in the one-percenters making
short shrift and order of the ninety nine-percenters routinely now, with an appetite so voracious as
to wipe out the American middle class in no time at all! But, Jay’s full story is for another day, as
promised! Suffice it to say here, enclosed story is an integral part and parcel of the panorama of
predatory America in our times. America’s favorite sport now may not be Football any longer, but
consuming each other whole with relish, as such bearing the mark of tailgate partying.

The issue, for our purposes within, is not primarily one of whether FLPD guilty of “accepting” a
doctored/false criminal complaint against V&V, but, irrespective of whether this party/these parties
so criminally culpable or not, rather first one of failing all due process of the underlying
prosecution related investigation. FLPD was required to fully, thoroughly and exhaustively
examine Kay and Richard’s claims dispassionately, before moving any mite in V&V’s direction in
anyway at all. Joining matters in any fashion to Vicky’s employment, a very distant proposition
reserved for post trial and conviction contingencies only. Anything short of same, as was the
severe case within, to find the FLPD unquestionably guilty of loaded harassment of V&V and
criminal conduct itself!

But of course, it examined plumb nothing, when, moved purely by nepotism, it was merely
launched towards compromising V&V by design, to Kay’s arbitrary benefit. How is it later, after
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being sobered by V&V’s riot act(s) read it, it switched to advocating the civil court(s) as the proper
venue to Kay, pressed by Richard’s incorrigibility, endlessly pestering it still to do something
more itself (see below)? As will become evident below, Kay never held any civil complaint case
either. The FLPD, as well Kay and Richard, knew same from the outset, precisely the reason why
the criminal “complaint”, wielded in the intimidating hands of the nepotism friendly FLPD, route
was chosen. Before the FLPD chosen, Richard was given the chance to put the screws on, so that
the FLPD would not have to put its neck on the block,

The mission was to extort from V&V, the weaponry raw intimidation and fear generation. To coerce
V&V, Vicky isolated in particular for the purpose, into confessing to owing where no monies ever
legally owed. Kay-Richard and FLPD-the Borough of Fort Lee guilty of criminal misconduct, as a
consequence, in obvious manner! Then, should V&V anyway be owing anything, when Kay owes
for balances never paid in full, Kay et al., including Borough of Fort Lee parties, additionally owing
V&V heavily for harassing and violating them!

FLPD, simply short circuiting all due process and usurping the court’s jurisdiction, very
deliberately, first “decided” at its station itself monies were owed Kay and then donned the “debt
collector’s” hat to go collecting it at the point of intimidation tactics advanced. Self help and
vigilante resorts expressly prohibited by the law! Cause of action spun as V&V having committed
the litany of crimes defined by the grab-bag of “… theft, fraud, scamming, embezzlement, forgery,
…”, without holding any legally tenacious predicate for any of them. The facts of the case
denominated as V&V having played on Kay’s emotions by telling her sob stories of personal
hardship to separate her from her money in her old age, which seems like a “gift-making”
proposition than any criminal intent or act. “Richard more believable as a former Mayor’s son”,
scaling and reaching heights of factual inanity and absurdity unknown atop! …The FLPD would
have us believe it was on this immaculate platform of facts and law it had no option but to open
proceedings, criminal no less, against V&V (sic)!?!? No option but to intimidate and pound, as
also mislead, V&V into cutting loose their honest confession (sic). …

Further, irrespective of whether the criminal case was doctored or not, irrespective of whether a
civil case obtained or not, … FLPD guilty of criminal harassment for the stand alone applied
torque of threatening Vicky with job jeopardy if she did not come in to the station for the [wrongly]
demanded meeting with the detective. Such threats made or actions taken in advance of trial and
conviction, beyond the pale! FLPD_friend cajoling or demanding Vicky implicate Vic to make him
the fall guy… et al., absent establishment first of a crime had indeed been committed, also beyond
the pale! Refusing to accept Vicky’s right(s) to receive a duly processed complaint first, stand on
the Fifth Amendment and further without any conclusions of guilt read from same, appear with an
attorney only if and when necessary, …, beyond the pale as well! It is abundantly clear, the
Borough of Fort Lee parties culpable and liable to V&V along with Kay parties, jointly and
severally.

Criminal harassment of Fort Lee borough fellow employees is prohibited by its Manual. Also the
Borough, under this Manual, promises all its employees safe working conditions. Its manual’s
“Anti-Discrimination & Harassment” Policies & Procedures reads as follows:

“The Borough of Fort Lee is desirous of promoting and maintaining a working environment
whereby all employees, regardless of title and level of employment, are treated with respect
and decency. Discrimination or disrespectful behavior by and towards another employee will
not be tolerated. … All employees, female or male, shall be permitted to work in an
environment free from all forms of unlawful discrimination and conduct which can be
considered harassing, coercive or disruptive, including … Employees who believe that they
have been subjected to discrimination and/or harassment from either a co-worker or a
supervisor should confront their harasser and make it clear that such behavior is offensive to
them. Thereafter, the employee should immediately bring the matter to the attention of his/her
immediate supervisor.”



Though Richard has never made any personal appearance at Vicky’s work post since June 16,
2014 and until again on June 26, 2015, his and Kay’s campaign of harassment and attrition has
been mounted, sustained, … uniformly in the interim, spanning more than a year by now, …
stalking away via the phone, mail, … Unabashed and unbounded! With rich, audacious impunity,
as bespeaks the town and FLPD in tacit support behind them uniformly, even when same has not
been visible by way of Borough of Fort Lee agencies acting personally on their behalf. Fort Lee’s
carte blanche and immunity accorded Kay parties, under all circumstances, has been a decided
encouraging factor for the latter to continue doing wrong, whether Fort Lee participating,
alongside, actively standing in for them or not! Troubling incorrigibility, in light of Richard-Kay
never having held any legal legs for their demands, rendered unadulterated and acute extortion
pursuits!

Largely the latter half of July through most of September, 2014, both Kay and Fort Lee parties lay
low, perhaps waiting to see if V&V initiate any formal counter action. Then, on September 23, 2014
the Borough of Fort Lee sought to bar Vic’s protective cover given Vicky, with the express intent
to expose her to the direct hazard of being coerced alone into false confessions of owing monies
where none ever owed! After V&V successfully beat back that abomination and illegality, most of
October was quiet again, probably for the same reason as the lie low span running from latter half
of July through most of September, 2014!

KAY NEST

V. KAY AND RICHARD BACK ON THE PROWL PERSONALLY AGAIN

Kay so far playing “good-cop”, first, abruptly, shifted gears in an initially bland phone call dated
October 20, 2014, which, per V&V’s culture from their mother country, they took out of respect for
her age, not to insult her and fact she had refrained from talking about the money no-issue to that
point, to begin demanding money herself. Pretending need, when she is very well off! Obviously,
Richard riding her back to do so! Vicky on the call with her, largely side stepped the issue, but still
told her crisply nothing was owed. After the phone call, V&V decided never to take another call
from her, have never again taken one.

Thereon, Kay called only to talk about this money issue, in one twisted format or another. It needs
to be underscored she seems to be doing same under coercion from Richard, many in town know
how the latter given to, constantly and uniformly, bullying his mother. Kay herself has complained
to V&V about same, bemoaning same numerously. Kay knew V&V owed her nothing, to the
contrary she owed them, in residual, for work done by them and never paid in full by her. In years,
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of even stringing them along with respect to making full payment, she had never demanded any
monies back ever, an enterprise which commenced only after Richard appeared on the scene,
around May 6, 2014, to kick his extortion racket off. As such, this October 20, 2014‘s demand by
Kay personally was the very first one since V&V went to work for her in 2011.

All through the balance of October and well into November 2014, there were a series of calls from
Kay playing “good-cop” again, none taken by V&V. Their tenor once again reflecting how well V&V
had always treated her! Her calls bemoaning bilateral relations having gone sour, as if anyone
other than herself to blame, … Otherwise, V&V could sense, in asking them to call her back, she
was now only playing to engage them over the “monies” issue. Richard riding with his spurs on,
they concluded. Not to insult her, they instead wrote saying the present was not a good time be in
touch.

On November 25, 2014 her first call wished V&V “Happy Thanksgiving”, She called right back
again, claiming V&V had engaged to pay her back at the rate of $25/= per paycheck … upon
securing a job. A patent and bold faced fabrication. Couched actually in terms of V&V having
engaged so once Vicky secured employment, which capable of being quashed promptly in toto by
the extrinsic evidence she had paid V&V (checks actually made out to Vicky, never to Vic) several
times past September, 2013, when Vicky took up this said community service job in Fort Lee.
Otherwise, since this job was nothing to write home about and barely held the V&V household
together, they could never, in any sanity, have made any such engagement ever. … Still, V&V
denied same firmly in writing to Kay, on December 6, 2014. In the same call Kay also spoke
beguilingly of people “hating” V&V, which forms an obvious function of her defaming them abroad
most irresponsibly indeed. If anyone actually did say what Kay said they did! On December 9,
2014, there were two calls from Richard’s home in Manhattan, which V&V wrote off as
acknowledgement of their letter to Kay of the same December 6, 2014. If they would not take Kay’s
calls, it is axiomatic they were even less liable to take any from Richard in the least. An utter
persona non grata to them! Otherwise, this was ready evidence of Richard’s currency, relentlessly
prodding Kay away, ensconced in the shadows!

A December 15, 2014 “good-cop” call was received from Kay. Two calls on December 22, 2014, the
first thanking V&V for their New Year greetings sent her in the mail and in the second reverting to
being a “bad-cop” renewing the disingenuous issue of the promised $25/= per paycheck payback
issue … which never happened, had already been denied formally in writing by V&V. Veiled threats
of “do not want trouble with you” issued. V&V’s letter of December 23, 2014 sent Kay, once again
denied any engagement by them to pay her back. In this correspondence by mail with Kay,
somewhere along the way V&V reopened the subject of Kay needing to pay them for their work
still not paid in full. They also opened the subject of her needing to settle compensation owed
them for unlawfully harassing them in tandem with Richard, the FLPD, the Borough of Fort Lee
[administration], …

Kay called January 9, 2015, repeating her false refrain V&V had engaged to payback at the rate of
$25/= per paycheck … Threat of “’Cops’ have asked me to take you to court” issued. Kay straining
to give shape to a doctored civil action, with her ploy of fabricating a criminal case, through the
FLPD, already having been knocked out back in July 2014 or thereabouts. What sanctity could a
civil action have, which was a criminal action just before?

Letters dated January 20, 2015, from Kay, and January 28, 2015, seemingly from Richard himself,
not even opened by V&V, plumb tired of the two’s persistent harassment, extortion pursuits.
Followed by a call, of January 29, 2015, repeating her bogus claims of $25/- per paycheck
promised her, veiled threats of “[causing] problems”, … intonation of “good-cop” in her “please,
please, please, [pay me]’, … which V&V took to be really her reaction to Richard riding her back
mercilessly.



In a second call of the same day, threats of “’All’ on top of me to do things against you!” and
“’They’ telling me how wrong you are!”, the obvious shape of Kay confessing to defaming V&V.
Also “’They’ want me to check on you!” … Leads to the natural inquiry as to who these “All”,
“they”, … people are!?!? Obviously the FLPD comes to mind, but also who else is Kay defaming
V&V to? As well, the issue of her threatening to investigate V&V, without foundation and/or cause,
in fact and/or law! A matter of V&V’s privacy sought and threatened to be punctured without any
due cause …

In this, January 29, 2015, call, she also speaks a strange and loaded “I gave you money” refrain,
which she obviously did but only for V&V’s work done for her. Seems laboring to set them up
somehow again!?!? Also pleads “I need money!” With her obvious affluence, hard to reconcile!?!?
Anyway, she could not carry any need more pressing than V&V’s own. Otherwise, in writing to her
earlier, V&V had already spoken to this issue, raised before by her too. If her need was at all
genuine, they were presently in no position to “help” anyone at all!

On February 27, 2015, at 10:53 PM or thereabouts, there was a call from an unknown #. Then,
another call, at 11:00 PM, from Richard’s home #! And, yet another, around 11:10 PM, from
“unknown #”, which again registered as “anonymous”! V&V took none of these calls, which they
quietly tucked away as Richard’s stalking, as well as acknowledgement of their detailed letter to
Kay, dated February 24, 2015.

In this latest letter, V&V had laid bare, in great detail, monies received by them from Kay were only
for work done for her, how she had promised to pay them in full and never came through, … laid
out the entire underlying case in exhaustive detail. Apart from fact Richard’s three calls on this
night, at a very, very late hour constituted ready-made harassment, none of the pertinent contents
of V&V’s letter of February 24, 2015, ever, disputed or joined issue with by Richard-Kay.

Otherwise, if Richard behaved with impunity, Kay eventually worked her way up to it too. Not
difficult to conclude, encouraged by and banking on the town administration, the FLPD, …’s tacit
support, … et al. present in the background at all times. For even though Richard-Kay not
governed by the F_FDCPA, their relentless stalking and harassment, on an extortion racket run no
less, pushing “beyond the pale” limits so. Outlaw! Not only tracking impunity on account of all the
actual and tacit support to be found by them around Fort Lee, but also sourced in their cowardly
calculation(s) of successfully subduing V&V, in their beleaguered state and being safe from any
ability on their part to take any meaningful or effective counteraction!

V&V received summons to a civil action, hand delivered to their mail box at home, on March 17,
2015. A civil complaint, dated March 9, 2015 and naming both Vicky and Vic as defendants,
entered by Kay was enclosed, but bearing no docket #. Subsequently another complaint, sans any
summons or docket # both, received in the mail. In the ensuing days, V&V checked with the
Hackensack civil and special civil part courts diligently, by phone, writing and in person, for any
underlying filing(s) with that court. In essence looking for a docket number!

The court confirmed no action could ensue without the complaint being filed with it, obtaining a
docket number. As such, also, implicitly, making a record from, V&V’s inquiries, they indeed had
been the recipients of a hoax of a process authored by Kay parties.

Obviously, Kay had obtained the summons, attached to her first service, from some friendly
attorney known to her … in effect committing a legal fraud, abusing the court’s standing et al. in
this manner. A crime unto itself! The very badly mangled complaint, reciting mockingly “V&V had
approached Kay with a beggars bowl and a sob story”, … or words to same effect, obviously
prepared by Richard, playing attorney he was not, on its face, in more ways than one. Richard-
Kay’s obviously designed hoax was never filed with the court. This entire enterprise, only yet
another obvious intimidation tactic for their extortion racket, of pure, fabricated and manufactured
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proportions, targeting V&V willfully and stubbornly! First using the FLPD’s intimidation to abuse
the criminal process, then at this point the court civil part’s intimidation factor to abuse the civil
process!?!? The two clearly without any civil and/or criminal basis to proceed against V&V, which
is as it ought to be, given, Kay’s payments were only for work done, for her, by the latter.

In view of all the misconduct Kay has been found willing to join her susceptible son in, does it
look like Kay ever sought to help V&V as she claims? With passage of time and increasing
revelation under exposure of her with it, seems she was only bent to predatory misuse of V&V. Get
her work done, without having to pay properly for it. Taking ready advantage of V&V, in the
fullness of her miserly ways! Then, in the company of her son’s nefarious scheming and plotting,
even coming with hammer and tongs to extort back the partial payments made to V&V. What a
ringing gyp! What else are V&V to think?

Since, according to Kay’s own confession(s), the FLPD had advocated civil action to her, the
question naturally arises whether it had plotted this hoax with her too!?!? In V&V’s estimation,
they would put nothing past a FLPD which has chalked up so much misconduct in such a short
span. Besides, Kay was very fond of telling V&V, the town cops would do anything for her! Even if
she meant anything within reason, all of the enclosed did happen. As clear as day!

Call from Kay on April 10, 2015, by which time V&V, in the interest of keeping their sanity, had
simply turned off their voicemail. Same face off for Richard’s call from home in Manhattan on April
14, 2015, where he was never party to any of the underlying transaction events between Kay and
V&V.

As an aside, V&V bumped into FLPD_friend in town, on April 16, 2015, The latter praised Vicky’s
work in her community service job extravagantly, based on Officer_mgr’s, testimony to him.
However, the once bitten twice shy V&V to hold their guard up from one and all in this direction!
No one can blame then, in the least!

A call was received by V&V from “in-Fort Lee landline sources” on April 20, 2015, obviously
Richard-Kay accessing different phones to lure V&V to answer their call(s). To what end, V&V
could not tell. Only cognizant of others’ persistent and sustained stalking and allied harassment!
Such prima facie extra-curricular cannot in anyway be dubbed “curricular”, for V&V obviously do
not owe Kay the monies alleged owing, as part only of an obvious extortion racket led by, the non-
party, Richard.

Kay called twice on May 20, 2015, could not leave any message. And then Richard called from his
cell on June 8, 2015, without being able to leave any message either.

A letter, dated June 10, 2015, was received from Kay, on June 12, 2015. Mailed intra-Fort Lee,
whereas all previous letters from her mailed [by Richard] from Manhattan, NY! This letter, never
read either by V&V. As in the case of the January 20 and 28, 2015 letters received from same
source(s).

On June 26, 2015 Richard came stalking Vicky, at her post again, in person, after a little more than
a year’s hiatus past June 16, 2014. Proceeded to conduct an extensive photo-shoot on site! First
diagonally across the topical intersection, his camera instrument pointed directly at Vicky and Vic,
standing guard duty about five or so feet away from Vicky. Then, he crossed one of the present
intersecting roads, to take further, closer and close, shots of Vicky and Vic. Aiming straight for
them; brazen as this visit itself, his body language while snapping away exuding impunity, which
could only mean the tacit support of the FLPD ... et al. once more and as ever. He then crossed
back from where he had come and vanished into a nearby grocery market.



On the way out of there, walking towards Vicky and Vic’s location, catching them looking in his
direction, as they kept a wary eye out for him, he raised his camera with the same show of
impunity as before, to begin snapping away yet again. Then turned into the nearby parking lot and
disappeared from sight.

Since V&V were not home, located nearby and whose address known to Richard via Kay, they
suspect he must have taken snaps of the dwelling too. During this latest, mish-mash, visit, he
spoke to a colleague, “CP”, of Vicky’s, telling her he was visiting from Manhattan. CP later told
V&V she too had observed him, i.e. Richard, taking snaps of them … There was no way for her to
miss him doing so, since he was standing right next to her and aimed at V&V.

Reasons for Richard taking these snaps, desperately on the last day of the last shift of the day and
2014-15 work year, bespeaks some dire motives to do so. On May 7, 2014, the previous year, he
had already issued veiled threats of doing physical harm to V&V, by telling them he knew where
they lived and then ominously slow reciting their address while looking, pointedly and
purposefully, into their eyes.

Upon reaching home, immediately after the above episode, Vicky/V&V called FLPD_friend, since
he administers, above Officer_mgr, the topical community service program Vicky works within, to
tell him she/they were sending a written episodic complaint, via email, to him. FLPD_friend agreed
to discuss the matter with V&V once, upon receiving their complaint, he had had time to read it.
The complaint was, accordingly, emailed to him first thing next, Saturday: June 27, 2015, morning.
Besides relating the episode and underscoring their concerns over Richard’s intention to shoot
their snaps as rooted in all the possibilities of doing physical harm, this instrument made the
following demands:

 Richard to forthwith return all negatives of snaps taken. if digital camera used, then all
digital files applicable.

 Richard to forthwith return all applicable printed copies of the shots taken, as well.

 Richard to state, in writing, his purpose for conducting the topical photo-shoot and
snaps.

 Richard-Kay to undertake, in writing, to cease and desist from any further contact, in
any format, with V&V.

In the AM on June 29, 2015 Richard called V&V from Kay’s, NJ seashore, summer home,
persistently forming and exhibiting audacious and incurable stalking mode. V&V immediately shot
a, follow-up, complaint-update to FLPD_friend, reminding him in underscore mode, if Richard … et
al. did not voluntarily part with their four demands, it would devolve to the town’s inescapable
duty to prosecute him-[Kay] on its own initiative and dime, protective of Vicky as a town employee
and citizen, …

To the point of publishing the enclosed, there has been no word from FLPD_friend in the matter.
Such bold disregard is precisely the order of impunity displayed by the FLPD repeatedly and
throughout within! Given his-the FLPD’s and the Borough of Fort Lee’s record from 2014, of
arbitrarily favoring Kay parties sweepingly to the utter exclusion of all other concerns and parties,
on account of their common “politics” and nepotism issues emerging thereof, V&V would not be
surprised if town Administration does nothing in the matter … The FLPD is required to protect
Vicky as an “employer” and in its general official capacity of being mandated for citizen
protection! The FLPD and FLPD_friend appearing to drag its-his feet taking account of Richard for
his latest, June 26, 2015’s, stalking and harassment, goes towards further evidencing its-his
complicity with Richard-Kay last year, in 2014!



If the FLPD had at all, fully and properly, cautioned Richard last year to “can it”, told Kay too to
stay lawfully bound, … none of their stalking and harassing for an entire year and the June 26,
2015, repeat, incident would have ever happened. After Richard ended his in-person stalking on
June 16, 2014, the FLPD assumed the relay baton from him itself, right away, on June 24, 2014.
This is by no means any picture of the FLPD engendering sobriety in either Richard or Kay.
Reason why they felt emboldened to float their harassment for the entire last year, Richard to
resume his in-person stalking on June 26, 2015 and with cocky impunity, betraying people behind
him fully prepared to break his fall, should he come to any grief. FLPD_friend and FLPD keeping
studiously silent in all the time since V&V forwarded their complaint of June 26-27, 2015 to the first
of the former, only additional evidence, current, no one at the FLPD has ever enjoined any sobriety
particularly on Richard or prepared to do so even now. The FLPD abetting and being an
accomplice is hardly any way to discourage either Kay or Richard! Kay and/or Richard!

The crux of the entire case within revolves and centers around fact, hypothetically even if V&V had
owed Kay monies, which they actually do not and evidently-obviously do not, Richard-Kay, FLPD,
… without any call, in the least and law, for visiting their, criminal and unlawful, harassment on
V&V. Leaving Vicky operating in a highly stressful work and personal life environment, further
over an unbearable protracted period of time. Richard-Kay, FLPD, … encouraged to the impunity
of their misconduct, the former persistently stalking V&V, in the work and personal domain alike,
implicitly and explicitly assured of no action by FLPD to restrain or punish them and the latter
failing to restrain themselves as well joining hands with Richard-Kay to harass, … All in all, as
such, the FLPD fails in its duty comprehensively, to protect V&V, abdicating their duty both as
“employers” and a citizen protective force by first definitions. Calculating V&V, in their given
personal situation, handicapped to hire counsel for moving the courts et al. in the matter …

This citizen case within is a straight line one, of rousing, blameless and gratuitous, harassment by
Richard-Kay, with the tacit and actual complicity of the FLPD, hence the Borough of Fort Lee, …
creating an unbearable and highly encumbered work and personal life environment alike for Vicky.
With obvious repercussions for Vic, among other associated duress having to stand guard duty
over Vicky, at work, for the past interminable year! Past interminable year’s incessant harassment
and put upon, by now boiling over for Vicky V&V! … Not only have V&V copiously and
exhaustively recorded all the pertinent details/events of the case, they have simultaneously
forwarded this record to the perpetrating parties at all times. All of it remaining scrupulously
undisputed, 2014 to-date.

Mayor Mark Sokolich to stop hiding in the matter, taking personal responsibility for all of the
above scandalous passage(s) in town! If he does not know them, then he is obviously not awake
at his job. If he does, which V&V know he does, then the noose around the FLPD’s neck bears to
belong around his too. This whole matter is a colossal outrage and disgrace, why is Mark asleep at
the switch or running with the town’s bad boys?

FLPD’s Junior Police Academy’s 2015 Graduation (1, 2)
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VI. EPILOGUE

If the above story beggars credulity, this is merely a function of the highly predatory, soiled,
sullied, proper value-system crippled, … times we live in America currently today! Constabulary
which is mandated to protect citizens should become a predator unto itself, is indeed the “beauty”
of the sorry times we all live in now in these United States of America of ours! All in all, enclosed
is a new twist to police excesses and brutality we have been made privy to from all across the US
in recent times. Successive deployment of the criminal and civil processes themselves, for the
sole purpose of beguiling to intimidate another in stacked fashion, is quite a demonstration of a
very deeply nefarious enterprise spun. Both processes boldly abused in the service of an
extortion racket!?!? And even if not abused for an extortion racket! In one, the strict legal
definitions of “… robbery, scam, fraud, embezzlement, forgery, …” missing by more than even a
nautical mile. In the other, a civil complaint served sans a docket number and authentic
summons!!?!? A “gift making” scenario as alleged trotted out as the makings of criminal acts!?!?
Not even brute force, of sorts, available to the constabulary’s arsenal spared!?!? Imagine, if the
victims had not been well versed in the law!?!?

V&V could scarce afford what they have been subject to by Mayor Sokolich’s out-of-control police
department. They have their tattered lives to repair. Tattered on account of another instance of
NJ’s high watermark chronic corruption, which has had them fighting mentally challenged
Sunny’s grim fight, for his rights, with him in the trenches for the past dozen years’ distilled
eternity, a story also promised for future publication. Tattered on account of suffering as a
consequence of America’s toxic value system current, incarnated for them as Jay’s punishing
frauds and much more visited on his family, even as an admitted attorney who once worked for
the powerhouse Cravath, Swaine and Moore, pursuant to instant “Americanization” taking to the
shallow values (1 [A, B, C, D]. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) of raw individualism, avarice, decadence of entitlement,
best of all worlds expectations, avoiding all responsibility (2), rights worshipped but duties
shunned, sobering shame abandoned, hedonistic self indulgence chased as foremost priority,
staying juvenile, convulsive indiscipline, going spoilt rotten, …, conveniently ditching the
principles of Collective Responsibility, Shared Sacrifice, Honoring Sacrifice, Appreciating the
Value of the Backstop, Investing in Family, Celebrating the “Can Do” Spirit (2), Standing for
something when the most difficult to do, all modicum of gratitude, … meant to continue keeping a
vulnerable immigrating family tight together for the duration at least to it finding its firm and
complete first footing in a new country, another compelling story this family has promised for
future publication. V&V find themselves within the vortex of a ringing nightmare coming to
America has become for them!

It would be more than quite befitting to end this story’s FLPD angle by referencing the Fort Lee
Police Department’s Junior Police Academy. A program for seventh and eighth graders, which, in
the words of Chief 2 (Page 1, Page 2), “ … accomplishes two important goals: it provides middle
school students with a glimpse into the inner working of the police department, and. most
importantly, established a friendly rapport between officers and the borough’s youth.” The
Academy’s five word motto: courtesy, professionalism, respect, integrity and dedication, laudable
indeed. Borough Councilman, Joseph Cervieri, speaking to the 2015 graduates of the academy
recently “… urged [them] to take the academy’s motto to heart permanently as they grow into
adults.”

 “Bring this home, bring this to school, follow these words and you are guaranteed to

be successful,” he said.

Each annual cycle, at this time of the year, well known people speak to graduating classes, school
and college, in highly tall and meant to be inspiring terms. Yet, America is in a colossal mess on
account of an adult universe those very speakers come from! Might it not be possible these
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purveyors of much heady words and values, to our youth, do not personally practice what they
preach?

At least some of them, a good many of them are hypocrites at best and two-faced at worst!?!? It is
like piously quoting Lee Atwater’s 1991 words, as a transformed human, about “what [is] missing
in [us] … heart, …brotherhood”, how the 1980s were about “acquiring wealth, power, prestige,
…”, how “[we] can acquire all [we] want and still feel empty”, America is “caught up in … ruthless
ambitions and moral decay”, future American leadership “must be made to speak to this spiritual
vacuum at the heart of American society, this tumor of the soul”, … then promptly proceeding to
robustly flout and break from at least some of his wisdom communicated in this manner.

Thus, most American CEOs, politicians, leaders, … et al. have no business making
commencement speeches about honesty, integrity, bipartisanship, … et al., when they do not
practice any of it and are severely lacking in all aspects of personal character! The same can be
said about Borough of Fort Lee elders preaching about the Junior Police Academy motto; not
unless they in fact practice “courtesy, professionalism, respect, integrity and dedication” plus
even much, much more impeccably in their own lives, should they venture onto podiums to
lecture to others, be it only our children. Chief 2 to be asked, very pointedly indeed, why the
FLPD’s goal of “a friendly rapport between [its] officers and the borough’s youth” is not
something worthy of being extended to V&V, in like fashion!?!?

Since Richard’s photo-shoot, of June 26, 2015, the last event in the story sequence to-date, Mayor
Sokolich, the Chief and Chief 2, needing to reveal to the public the source of their reticence in
prosecuting him for the crimes of unmixed stalking and harassment of V&V!?!? Explain whether
the Rule of Law stands high and clear above nepotism for them or not!?!? Why V&V may not
deserve to be duly compensated for all that the Borough of Fort Lee itself has subject them to!?!?
Indeed, why they have not already been so suitably settled and discharged!?!?
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The readers are requested to “Spread The Word” about the story told within. If they should
come to feel like contacting, via e-mail, phone, writing, …, Mayor Mark Sokolich, Police Chief
Keith Bendul, Police Deputy Chief Timothy Ford, … in support of the topical family within,
same would be properly appreciated. This would go a long way towards it being able to
successfully negotiate, on all counts, with the Borough of Fort Lee. Any and all constructive
public identification with the cause within is welcome.
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